In Chapter 7, Brulle turns to the early development of the environmental movement, discussing game protection, hunting and wildlife groups. This important historical discussion traces how environmentalism as an ideology derives from managerial interests. The discussion then rolls into the development of wildlife management organizations before returning to the historical account of conservation and preservation organizations. This chapter includes a great deal of interesting information but it is presented to the reader in a series of historical traverses through what the author is calling discursive frames. This means that one goes back and forth through time in several rounds, tracing out a few components of the discourse’s principles and key objectives, and linking them to institutional growth and change. This leaves the reader with a rather schizophrenic perspective, not with a clear way to understand these discourses in relation to each other or to their own organizational structures.

Chapter 8 looks at reform environmentalism, what the author calls the most dominant environmental discourse today. Again there is an interesting discussion of the origins of reform environmentalism in the miasma theory of nineteenth century Britain, in Malthus’s writings, in the Sanitary movement and in other moments in time. But when the discussion ends with an outline of the current income sources for reform environmental organizations as an aggregate, it fails to make the connections between the legacies of the past and the task of assessing the composition and agendas of contemporary organizations. Brulle finds that reform environmentalism fosters the development of oligarchic organizations that in turn keep them isolated from the members they represent. But, unfortunately he does not work out the way in which the discourses he has outlined are substantiated to create these organizational structures. Rather, discourses are extrapolated from data on membership, income sources and historical reviews.

Chapter 9 reviews the alternate discourses of deep ecology, environmental justice, eco-feminism, and eco-theology. Again the historical discussions of these trajectories are interesting but the author ends up using structural data to make an argument about discourse. The author uses chapter ten to sum up the environmental movement, confusing further what this collectivity means. His substantive chapters summarized separate but often cross-cutting discourses over time, but this chapter assumes a contemporary movement, divides various environmental organizations, and looks at organizational categories (net worth, membership, political structure, and accountability to the membership and the wider public).

In the final chapter, Brulle brings the discussion back to his starting point in critical theory but only to conclude with an ideal. The ideal is to democratize environmental organizations, make them more responsive to member participation and increase the range of voices that are considered legitimate players in the public sphere. While the reader may agree with the goal, there is no clear path for getting there set out in this book, and though inclusive in focus and insightful in parts, no clear way to understand how it is that communicative action can halt ecological degradation.


Reviewed by Juliann Emmons Allison, Department of Political Science, University of California, Riverside

…this absence of war between democracies comes as close as anything we have to an empirical law in international relations. (Levy 1989:88)

The empirical observation that democracies, though no less belligerent than non-democracies, do not fight one another has remained a focal point for conflict and peace studies for more than 25 years. Spencer Weart’s reaction to the consequently voluminous literature on this topic, in Never at War: Why Democracies Will Not Fight One Another, is to play the skeptic, asking “Do democracies really tend to maintain a mutual peace?” In response, he develops a distinctive political culture argument to explain his finding that republics—i.e., both democracies and oligarchies—have historically avoided war with other regimes “basically like their own.” According to Weart, the
key characteristic of republican political culture is the tolerance of important societal groups by those who hold power. He supports his argument by analyzing select historical cases of conflict from Ancient Greece to the Middle East at the end of the twentieth century, drawing on relevant literatures in anthropology, psychology, political science, and sociology to clarify the theoretical foundations for the democratic peace thesis. Weart concludes his analysis by cautioning that any naïve export of the republican culture that underlies the “democratic peace” would be foolhardy. That is, coerced democratization is likely to compromise the very ideals that define a well-established republican regime.

Weart begins his study with a brief review of the reigning “domestic structure” and “democratic culture” arguments derived from Kant’s prescription for a perpetual peace among democratic nations (Reis 1970). According to the structural argument, it is representative government, together with the legal equality of all citizens and a private property, market-oriented economy, that supports citizens’ opposition to the costs of war as a domestic constraint on the use of force. A common variation on this argument asserts that “open” domestic institutions make it difficult for the leaders of democracies to gain the widespread support necessary for war. The democratic culture argument suggests, alternatively, that the leaders of democracies share a set of decision-making norms that facilitate the mutual accommodation needed to avert war should a conflict of interest arise between them. Unlike many recent reviews of this literature, though, Weart’s does not address “international” impediments to war between democracies, such as their membership in a community of nations with common interests that include nonviolent dispute resolution, or their tendency to maintain lower trade barriers and trade more with other democratic nations than they do with non-democratic nations.

Having thus established the domestic political focus of his book, Weart explains that in contrast to the major statistical studies that characterize much of the current research on the democratic peace, his domain of cases includes only borderline cases—“crises in which regimes resembling democracies confronted one another with military force” (p. 7). The foundation of his analytical approach is to ask with respect to each of these cases: “How far did they proceed toward war?” and “What particular features of each regime were or were not fully democratic?” (p. 7). Weart’s use of this method at the outset of the study accounts for his definitions of the key concepts “democracy” and “war.” He defines “democracy” as a form of “republican” regime in which more than two-thirds of the adult males are citizens with an equal right to vote, and thereby influence political decisions. The alternative republican form is “oligarchy,” which Weart defines as elite rule over a large societal group that is part of the core life of a given regime. He defines “war” as violence organized by political units against one another across their boundaries, and responsible for at least 200 battle deaths.

Weart’s central proposition that a common political culture prevents well-established republics of the same kind from fighting one another is akin to Antholis and Russett’s conclusions regarding Ancient Greece, history’s first system composed of democratic regimes:

Ties of common democratic culture therefore offered some restraint on wars between Greek democracies. That restraint, certainly rooted in self-interest, also exhibited elements of normative restraint. For the restraints to operate, however, it was necessary for states and peoples actually to perceive each other as democratic. If, because of motivated misperception, or poor or outdated information, one did not perceive the other as democratic, those restraints could not apply. Furthermore, it may have been important to perceive the other as in some degree stably democratic, with reasonable prospects that the democratic faction could retain power (Antholis and Russett 1993:61).

It differs significantly from this among the few studies that include cases drawn from the pre-modern period, though, because Weart finds that “peace has prevailed among only the same kinds of republics, oligarchies or democracies, as the case may be” (p. 14). He accounts for this binary pattern of peace in terms of regime-specific beliefs about how people should deal with one another, and how they do deal with people when groups are in conflict. Yet, according to Weart, the political ideals of equal rights, public contestation and the toleration of political dissent, and allegiance to the political process itself, are inherent in well-established republics of both kinds. Hence disputes between like republican regimes are settled as they would be between any citizens of those regimes—by negotiation and mutual accommodation in the interest of the common good.

Weart privileges the ideal of tolerance, or a principled recognition of equal rights (cf. Walzer 1997), in particular, and argues that republican societies do not establish boundaries between “us” and “them” geographically, but rather in terms of the degree to which crucial societal groups are tolerated. That is, throughout history, the citizens of republican regimes, have been willing to believe that all people of a given type should be treated as equals:

In a republic sufficiently established so that blatant inconsistencies between ideology and practice have been smoothed out, principles such as equal rights and reciprocal concessions permeate not only politics but daily social
relations and economic life. If you are accustomed to such thinking, a regime built on principles of hierarchical domination and coercion will strike you as wrong-headed or even immoral. You would not see anyone who adheres to such a system as a member of your republican in-group…anyone who agrees that someone like yourself should be treated as an equal is more than halfway to belonging in your in-group (p. 105).

According to Weart, if the leaders of a democracy or oligarchy engaged in an international conflict are able to see their rivals as good republicans—i.e., like a member of their own in-group—they will expect them to negotiate mutually acceptable solutions.

Weart substantiates his “republican culture” argument by using a series of his borderline cases to: (1) distinguish between democratic and oligarchic republics; (2) show that each type of republic sees others like itself as part of its in-group, and other regime types as members of an enemy out-group; and (3) demonstrate that both democracies and oligarchies are liable to fight adversaries of their own kind that are not well-established. More specifically, Weart first suggests that the repression of any domestic group that plays a central role in the nation’s domestic economy, society and politics distinguishes oligarchies from democracies. By this definition, Ancient Athens, where disenfranchised men were distributed throughout most of society, and held a political status comparable, until recently, to that of women, who were considered sufficiently represented by their fathers and husbands in most democracies prior to the twentieth century would be a democracy. The American South before the Civil War, where blacks were regarded as subhuman, and the difference between blacks and whites was regarded as central to the region’s politics, would be an oligarchy.

Having made this critical distinction, Weart next establishes that democracies and oligarchies alike are willing to fight with governments that clearly are not republican—e.g., autocracies in which leaders hold an uncontested veto over military and foreign policy decisions—or not obviously enough a republic of the same kind. Here, in a manner consistent with constructivist explanations of the democratic peace (Peceny and Parish 1999), Weart determines whether a nation is republican in a given historical case in terms of how leaders at the time would have characterized it. Thus he argues that although Britain in 1812 might be considered and oligarchy on the basis of its political ideals, which were common among elite Americans, few among the United States’ leadership would have called that nation a republic. He likewise argues that Britain’s leaders widely regarded Americans as an “uncouth mob led astray by firebrand democrats” (p. 138). It would, therefore, be unreasonable to expect the United States and Britain to resolve their dispute short of war.

Weart then explains that it is ultimately the mutual recognition of well-established republican political culture that guarantees peace between democracies or between oligarchies. Drawing on cases that include Frances’s 1923 seizure of mines and factories in the German Ruhr in response to disputed war reparations, Weart argues that a well-established republic is one in which leaders customarily tolerate full public contestation among its citizens. In this case, similarities between the parliamentary domestic structures and universal suffrage that would classify both Germany and France as democracies notwithstanding, Germany’s sustained reluctance to pay war reparations convinced France and its allies that Germany was not negotiating in good faith. According to Weart, this contrary behavior constituted evidence that “Germany was not led by men sympathetic to their own ideals” (p. 169). On the basis of such cases, Weart concludes that the toleration of dissent that characterizes republican regimes must exist for a minimum of three years before a given democracy or oligarchy may be considered “well-established.” He admits that this period may not be long enough to develop a fully republican political culture; yet history suggests that three years is sufficiently long for republics of the same kind to manage maintaining a mutual peace.

With his theory complete, Weart presents illustrative case histories to detail how leaders of republics behave in international encounters with those they perceive to share their own political culture with the same tolerance practiced domestically. He uses the 1972 Codfish War between Britain and Iceland, for instance, to argue that domestic political habit explains the tendency of republican nations toward negotiation or arbitration rather than war to resolve conflicts between them. In this case, which Weart regards as the only twentieth-century war between “genuine democracies,” Britain’s opposition to Iceland’s decision to extend its territorial waters to first 50 and then 200 miles in the interest of protecting its cod fishery resulted in warning shots and accidental deaths from ships ramming into one another. These incidents prompted other democracies to intercede with appeals to “democratic solidarity,” “respect for law,” and “fair play,” which aroused sympathy on the part of the British people. Their leaders were consequently persuaded to give way.

---

1. Weart does admit to a loophole in this generalization. Although extremely rare, war between oligarchies is possible if the nations in question share a reciprocal intolerance of incompatible political systems, as was true for some Swiss republics during the nineteenth century.
Weart’s argument to this point would suffice to deepen what we already know about the theoretical and practical mechanics of the democratic peace. Still, much to his credit, Weart goes on to suggest that peace is more than the avoidance of war; it must be defined in terms of the ways in which republican nations generally relate to one another. On this point, he emphasizes that since the time of the Greek city-states, “republics and only republics have tended to form durable, peaceful leagues.” He attributes this finding to the extension of republican political culture, institutions, and dispute-resolution practices from domestic to international society. Naturally, Weart thus favors the adoption of the ideals of equal rights, toleration, and allegiance to political rules by the international community as well as by individual nations. He stops short, though, of advocating republicanism by force. With reference to U.S. President Woodrow Wilson’s facile promotion of self-determination (a policy which should have freed peoples from both internal domination and coercion by external powers to select their own leaders), Weart argues that we cannot guarantee international peace by forcefully creating republican regimes—particularly democracies—because to do so would undermine the more immediate and important goal of fostering republican political culture, and the peaceful resolution of international conflicts.

That said, Weart’s conclusion remains overall optimistic. Weart suggests that the observed democratic peace is likely to survive and expand, so long as people continue to devote their lives to achieving that goal. This subtle shift from a purely historical to a veiled personal perspective implies that, for Weart, any definitive explanation of the democratic peace must include the many non-quantifiable particulars of societies and individual leaders that he so fluently incorporates into his case studies. I applaud Weart for so extending himself. Never at War should be read by anyone who studies or practices international conflict resolution and peace.
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There are many good things about this book. Foremost among them is that it is a real pleasure to read. Duncan has a writing style that is simple and straightforward, but does not simplify the complexity of the issue she

2. Weart defines a league as an “association of among several political units with approximately equal privileges and shared institutions” (p. 267).